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This research focuses on creating a memory reference traces for Object Oriented Programs 
in an enhanced DINERO style format.JAVA is chosen because of the availability of the JVM (Java 
i 
Virtual Machine) source code. Collecting trace from programs written in C++ or ADA requires 
modification on both the compiler and the operating system which is very difficult to do. 
We were able to produce a bytecode trace without modifying the JVM source code as was 
intended in the beginning of this research. Kaffe JVM are able to produce the byte code trace. 
Several workload was chosen to represent a variety of computing environment. For example, we ran 
several server workload such as web server, ftp server, and some mathematical computations . 
We created a program to filter the bytecode traces into an enhanced DINERO format. The 
program is called flt2din. The enhance DINERO format includes new information specific to JVM 
memory layout such as stacks, local variables, constant, and the object name. The memory reference 





The result of this work is a significant improvement over the currently available traces. The 
new suite of memory reference traces gives a better information about the behavior of Object 
Oriented Programs. Hardware designer, computer architect, students or anybody who is interested 
in computer performance can use these memory reference traces as an input to a trace-drive· 
simulation and get a better performance prediction. 
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Object-Oriented Memory Reference Trace File Generation 
Final Report 
Dr. Yudi Gondokaryono, Assistant Professor 
Industrial and Engineering Technology Department 
Morehead State University 
The focus of this research is to on creating a memory reference traces for Object Oriented 
Programs in an enhanced DINERO style format. The trace should be a trace of a program that is 
written in an object oriented language because most of current programs are created using objects. 
The two Object Oriented language being used widely are C++ and Java. The workload chosen for 
this research was to represent several kinds of computation and transaction type workloads. Two 
internet server applications (ftp and http servers) are chosen for the transaction type workload. 
Several computation such as matrix multiplications, Linpack Benchmark, and cellular automaton 
are chosen for computation type workloads. 
Originally the research called for modifying a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) source code 
available from SUN Microsystem so that we can run a more current workload. Previously only JVM 
version 1.1.8 can produce a bytecode trace. We found that there is a JVM that still can produce 
bytecode trace therefore we do not need to make any modification. The JVM is Kaffe JVM which 





The Kaffe Java virtual machine is able to generate a trace of the Java bytecode (Java 
assembly language) of the program that is being executed. From this Java bytecode trace, we can 
create a filter to generate a memory reference trace that is suitable for this research. 
In the next section, we will explain about the memory structure of a running Java program. 
We will follow with description of the memory reference output that will be generated. We will 
describe the filtering program that generates the memory reference from the bytecode trace. The last 
part of this report describes the workload chosen to generate the memory reference traces and a 
summary of the research project. 
1 Memory Layout of a running process in a Java Virtual Machine 
The Java virtual machine defines various runtime data areas that are used during execution · 
of a program. Some of these data areas are created on the Java virtual machine at start-up and are 
destroyed only when the Java virtual machine exits. Other data areas are per-thread. Per-thread data 
areas are created whe.n a thread is created and destroyed when the thread exits [19]. The layout of 
a Java virtual machine memory (Figure 1) consists of a heap which is shared by all threads and a 

















Figure 1. Java Virtual Machine Memory Layout 
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The Java virtual machine has a heap that is shared among all Java virtual machine threads. 
The heap is the runtime data area from which memory for all "class instances and arrays is allocated. 
The heap is created on virtual machine start-up. Heap storage for objects is reclaimed by an 
automatic storage management system (known as a garbage collector); objects are never explicitly 
deallocated. 
• Method Area 
The Java virtual machine has a method area that is shared among all Java virtual machine 
threads. The method area is analogous to the storage area for compiled code of a conventional 
" 
language or analogous to the "text" segment in a UNIX process. It stores per-class structures such 





including the special methods used in class and instance initialization and interface type 
initialization. 
• Runtime Constant Pool 
A runtime constant pool is a per-class or per-interface runtime representation of the 
constant__pool table in a class file. It contains several kinds of constants, ranging from numeric 
literals known at compile time to method and field references that must be resolved at run time. 
The runtime constant pool serves a function similar to that of a symbol table for a conventional 
programming language, although it contains a wider range of data than a typical symbol table. 
Each runtime constant pool is allocated from the Java virtual machine's method area. 
1.2 Java Stack 
Each Java virtual machine thread has a private Java virtual machine stack, created at the same 
time as the thread. A Java virtual machine stack stores frames. A Java virtual machine stack is 
analogous to the stack of a conventional language such as C: it holds local variables and partial 
results, and plays a part in method invocation and return. 
A frame is used to store data and partial results, as well as to perform dynamic linking, to 
store return values for methods, and to dispatch exceptions. A new frame is created each time a 
method is invoked. A frame is destroyed when its method completes execution. Frames are.allocated 
from the Java virtual machine stack of the thread creating the frame. Each frame has its own array 
oflocal variables, its own operand stack, and a reference to the runtime constant pool of the class 




Only one frame, the frame for the executing method, is active at any point in a given thread 
of control. This frame is referred to as the current frame, and its method is known as the current 
method. The class in which the current method is defined is the current class. Operations on local 
variables and the operand stack are typically with reference to the current frame. 
• Local Variables 
Each frame contains an array of variables known as its local variables. The length of the local 
variable array of a frame is determined at compile time and supplied in the binary representation 
of a class or interface along with the code for the method associated with the frame. 
A single local variable cari hold a value of type boolean, byte, char, short, int, float, reference, 
or return Address. A pair of local variables can hold a value of type lopg or double. 
Local variables are addressed by indexing. The index of the first local variable is zero. An integer 
is be considered to be an index into the local variable array if and only if that integer is between 
zero and one less than the size of the local variable array. 
• Operand Stacks 
Each frame contains a last-in-first-out (LIFO) stack known as its operand stack. The maximum 
depth of the operand stack of a frame is determined at compile time and is supplied along with 
the code for the method associated with the frame. 
The operand stack is empty when the frame that contains it is created. The Java virtual machine 
supplies instructions to load constants or values from local variables or fields onto the operand 
stack. Other Java virtual machine instructions take operands from the operand stack, operate on 
them, and push the result back onto the operand stack. The operand stack is also used to prepare 




2 Java Bytecode Trace Generation 
The Java bytecode trace is generated by a special Java virtual machine (JVM). This special 
JVM is Kaffe JVM. A Java bytecode trace is generated when the JVM is run using the command: 
kaffe -vmdebug morejit <classfilename> 
The Java bytecode trace will be printed to the screen. Using output redirection to a file stores the 
Java bytecode to a file. 
The amount of trace information generated is enormous. A small lKB java class can generate 
up to l 4MB of trace. From this enormous trace file, a filter will generate a trace file needed for, 
simulation. 
Figure 2 shows a brief portion of a Java bytecode trace. The first column of the output trace 
is the thread number the second column is the program counter and the third column is the Java 
bytecode. Method entries are interspersed in the trace. 
THREAD PRG. CTR BYTECODE 
B300BO 12FDAC invokestatic_quick Boxoemo4.main([Ljava/lang/string;)V (1) 
Entering Boxoemo4.main(Boxoemo4.java:15) · 
830080 1925968 new BOX => Box@B343BO/B84190 
B300BO 1925968 dup 
B300BO 192596c invokespecial Box.<init>()V 
830080 192596C invokenonvirtual_quick Box.<init>()V (1) 
Entering Box.<init>(Boxoemo4.java:3) 
B300BO 1900628 aload_O => Box@B343B0/B84190 
B300BO 1900629 i nvokespeci al java/l ang/object. <i ni t>()V 
830080 1900629 invokenonvirtual_quick java/lang/Object.<init>()v (1) 
Figure 2. An Example of Java Bytecode Trace Output . 
Generating a memory reference trace from the Java bytecode trace requires understanding 
of the memory layout of the JVM and also the Java bytecode itself. The Java bytecode trace does not 
give all the information that is needed to generate all the memory references. For example, the 




JVM memory is placed in the host memory. The assumption is that the local vadable, operand stack, 
method code, method constant pool, arrays and object instances are in a separate segments. 
The filtering program (flt2din) generates a DINERO style "memory reference output as 
specified in the next paragraphs. 
3 Memory Reference output format 
The output of the filtering program is similar to ~e DINERO style format with two 
enhancements (Figure 3). The first is a character to specify the type of segment access and the second 
is the object name. The characters used to specify the type of segment access are: 
• 'i' - for instruction 
• 'c' - constant pool 
• 'v' - local variable 
• 's' - operand stack 
• 'o' - object instances 









1 i ~ava.lang.string.<init> 
3 v lava.lang.string.<init> 
0 s lava.lang.String.<init> 
· 2 i lava. lang.string.<init> 
0 c lava.lang.string.<init> 
2 s lava.lang.String.<init> 
3 s lava.lang.string.<init> 
1 o Java.lang.string 
Figure 3. An exainple of the generated output trace 
The first number in each line is the DINERO code for access type (0 - read, 1 - write and 2 -





number. The segment offset for instructions is computed from the program counter. The segment 
offset for the stack is computed as the bytecode operate on the stack. Th,e segment offset of the local 
va~able is specified in the bytec.ode itself. The. fourth is a character to represent segment type and 
the last is the fully qualified object name. This is the trace that will be used for the input to simulate 
I 
thd MMUs performance. 
I 
4 Filtering program (flt2din) 
To generate a memory trace, the.filtering program (flt2din) keeps track of several key element 
ofthe NM memory references. They are: 
• The method entry and exit. 
• The method program counter. 
· • The method operand stack accesses (read/write) 
• The method local variable accesses (read/write) 
• The Constant pool accesses. 
• Object instance accesses 
A~ discussed in the previous sections, each time a method is invoked, an operand stack segment and 
a local variable segment are reserved in the memory. Also we need to keep track of the method entry 
address so that the method segment offset can be computed. 
The memory references are categorized as described above so that we can use this 
information for characterizing program behavior. The segment are categorized as follows: 
• Almost every line of the Java bytecode trace is considered as instruction fetch because every line 





and entry, and long strings. 
• For every instruction, some combination of operand stack accesses, local variable access, and 
constant pool access happens. 
• Some special instruction access the object instances such as getfield, putfield, getstatic, and 
putstatic. 
As we can see from the Java bytecode trace in Figure 2, it does not provide an actual memory 
reference. We assume that each type of memory access, the segment number for each type is 
assigned. 
• For the method segment, every time a method is executed a segment number is assigned. The 
filtering program keeps track of the segment number usage. A new segment number is assigned 
ifthe method has not been executed before. So a list of methods is created and maintained by the 
filtering program. The beginning segment number for a method is 88000000 and the next new 
method is assigned segment number. 88000001 and so on. 
• The operand stack and local variable segments are assigned as needed since they are destroyed 
when the method exits. The segment number are reused. A new segment number is assigned 
depending on how deep the method invocations. The segment number for operand stacks begin 
with FFOOOOOO and the segment number for local variable begins with E6000000. Every time 
a new segment is needed, add one to the current segment number. 
• The constant pools follows the method segment because a constant pool is only assigned in the 
method area per class basis. The constant pool segment begins with 040000000. 




bytecode trace. The hash value is unique for every object instance. 
The beginning numbers for the assigned segment numbers are picked so that they are far enough 
apart so that they can cover the number of methods, operand stacks, local variables and constant 
pools. 
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Figure 4. shows the general structure of flt2din program. The program reads one bytecode trace 
line at a time until the end· of the bytecode trace. file. Each line of the bytecode trace contain a 
bytecode. There are 256 bytecodes defined in the JAVA language [19]. Each bytecode generate 
needs to be fetched from the memory. So each bytecode at least produces one memory read 
reference. For each of the bytecode operation, one or more memory reference will be generated [19]. 
5 Workload Description 
The workload chosen for this research was _to represent several kinds of computation and 
transaction type workload. Two internet server application (ftp and http servers) were chosen for the 
transaction type workload. Several computations such as matrix multiplication, the Linpack 
Benchmark, and cellular automaton were chosen for the computational workload. 
Here are the wo_rkloads used to generate memory reference traces: 
• jftpd-0.3 is an FTP server by Ryan Heise. 
This is a free FTP server which fully supports the FTP specification (RFC 959). For the 
workload we download two file sizes lOKB and lOOKB. 
• Jetty-2.0.5 is an HTTP server by Mort Bay Consulting Pty. Ltd. (Australia) . 
This is a free HTTP server. The workload was to load two sizes of HTML pages. One page was 
a simple 3KB page and the second is a page which has a picture of 113KB. 
• N-Queens (http://www.cs.wisc.edu/-plakal/javatraces/benchmarks.html) 
This workload solves the famous problem ofcalculating the number of ways of placing N queens 
in non-attacking positions on a NxN board. (N = 10) 





This workload multiplies two NxN real-valued matrices (with random initial values). (N = 64) 
• Cellular Automaton (http://www.cs.wisc.edu/-plakal/javatraces/benclunarks.html) 
This workload simulates a 1-dimensional cellular automaton. The parameters of interest are the 
size of the automaton (number of cells) and the number of time steps to be simulated. We traced 
the simulation of a 500-cell automaton for 10 time steps. 
• Quicksort (http://www.cs. wise. edu/-plakal/j avatraces/benclunarks.html) 
This workload applies Tony Hoare's quicksort algorithm to sort N random numbers. We chose 
N = 1000. The source code was modified from a generic quicksort algorithm written by Jim 
Gosling and freely distributed by Sun. 
• Linpack (http://www.cs.wisc.edu/-plakal/javatraces/benclunarks.html) 
This workload is an optimized version of a Java port of the Linpack benchmark. This workload 
was originally available as an applet from Jonathan Hardwick's site. The code was converted 
from the applet into stand-alone Java and C++ code by Milo M. Martin and Manoj Plakal. 
6 Memory reference trace generated by workload 
The following table show the bytecode trace and the enhancedDlNERO memory reference trace 
output for each workload. The table also shows the size of the traces generated. The bytecode trace 
can be very large and the memory reference trace is.much larger. 
Workload Bytecode Trace Dinero Trace 
FTP Server (small file lOKB) ftplO.txt ftp 10.dinout. txt 
(29 MB) (109 MB) 
FTP Server (medium file lOOKB) ftp!OO.txt ftp!OO.dinout.txt 





HTTP Server (small page 13KB) small.txt small.dinout.txt 
(37 MB) (141 MB) 
HTTP Server (medium page I 13KB) med.txt med.dinout.txt 
(243 MB) (966 MB) 
N-Queens {N=IO) nq!O.txt nq!O.dinout.txt 
(822 MB) (2.9 GB) 
Matrix Multiplication (64x64) mm64.txt - mm64 .dinout.txt 
(889 MB) (I GB) 
Cellular Automaton (500 cell, 10 steps) auto500_10.txt auto500_10.dinout.txt 
(208 MB) (718 MB) 
QuickSort (1000 numbers) qs!OOO.txt. qs!OOO.dinout.txt 
(23 MB) (87MB) 
Linpack linp.txt linp.dinput.txt 
(295 MB) (1.3 GB) 
All of these files are available on the CD at the back of this report. All files are compressed using 
zip compression to reduce disk space storage. 
7 Conclusion 
In this research we were able to create a suite of memory reference trace from an Object Oriented 
Language. Given the availability of JVM that can generate a bytecode trace and using the flt2din 
program, we can run a workload and generate the memory reference trace. Care must be taken when· 
running the workload because the bytecode traces can be quite large. Generating memory reference 
trace from this bytecode trace can produce a very large output trace file. 
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APPENDIX 
flt2din program listing 
/*****************************************************************************/ 
/* flt2din.c */ 
/* Yudi Gondokaryono * / 
/*September 18,2003 */ 
/*********************************************~*******************************/ 
/*Program Purpose: .*/ 
/* This program will take a trace file generated by the instrumented Java*/ 
/* Virtual machine and creates a memory reference */ 
/* trace from the Java Byte Code. The byte code trace file is generated * / 







#define METHOD_SEG_ADDRESS Ox88000000 
#define CLASS_SEG_ADDRESS Ox99000000 
#define LOCALSTACK_ADDRESS OxffOOOOOO 
#define LOCAL_VAR_ADDRESS Oxe6000000 
#define LOCALCONST_ADDRESS Oxd4000000 
#define UNKNOWN_OBJECT Oxl 2340000 
#define MAX_STACK 2000 
#define MAX_LIST 6000 
typedef struct { 
char fqname[200]; //fully qualified name 
long seg; /I code segment 
long local_var; //local var segment 
long. opr _stack; // operand stack segment 
long constant; // constant pool segment 
long begin; 
long stptr; . 
int nargs; //number of arguments passed to the method; 
}method_segments; 
typedef struct { 
char fqname[200]; //fully qualified name 
long seg; // class segment 
}class_segments; 
method_segments method_stack[MAX_STACK]; //stack for method calls 
method_segments method_list[MAX_usn; //list of metho.ds 
class_segments class_list[MAX_LIST]; I I list of classes 
long current_method; 11 current pointer of method call stack 
long last_method; // last method on the list; 










11 object number for not known ones 
long find_method_segments(char objnameDJ; 
long find_class_segments(char objname[]); 
int decode(char instrO, char line[], FILE •op); 
void outtr(FILE •op, int.rt, char type, long pc, long offset); 
int main(int argc, char •argv[]) 
{ 
FILE *ip, •op, •err; 
char outfn[l 00], errfn[l 00], fn[l 00], fp[300], infn[l 00); 
char line[! 000), temp[SOOJ; 
long linenum=O, pos; 
long not_used, pc, objseg; 
int nargs, i; 
char objname[200), junk[400), instrl [100), instr2[100]; 
if(argc == 1) 
{ 
strcpy(infn, "test.txt"); 11 read test trace 
} 
else if(argc == 2) 
{ 





printf("Wrong number of arguments!\n"); 
return(]); 
strcpy(fp, "e:\ \javabytecode\ \"); 11 trace file directory 
strcat(fp, infn); · 
if((ip = fopen(fp, "r''))==NULL) 11 open input trace file 
{ 
} 
printf("Cannot open %s\n", fp); 
return(2); 





if((op = fopen(outfn, "w''))==NULL) II open output trace file 
I 
} 






if(( err= fopen(errfn, "w"))==NULL) //open output errors file 
{ 
} 
printf("Cannot open %s\n", errfn); 
return(3); 
/* Set the initial segment values • / 
cu rrent_m'ethod = 0; 
last_method = -1 ; 
objnum = UNKNOWN_OBJECT; 
current_lvar = LOCALVAR_ADDRESS; 
current_ostck = LOCALSTACK_ADDRESS; 
last_class = O; 
class_list[last_class].seg = CLASS_SEG_ADDRESS; 
while(fgets(line, 999, ip) != NULL) 
{ . 
linenum++; 
if(strstr(line, "Entering") != NULL) 
{ 
if(sscanf(line, "Entering %[AO'', obj name)== 1) 
{ 
} 
pos = find_method_segments(objname); 
if(pos == -1) 
{ 
printf("Method List Overflow at %d\n", linenum); 
break; 
current_method++; 
if(current_method == MAX_STACK) 
{ 
} 
printf("Method Stack Overflow at %d\n", linenum); 
break; 
method_stack[current_method] = method_list[pos]; 
for(i = O; i < method_stack[current_method-1 ].nargs; i++) 
outtr(op, 1 , 's', 0, O); 
else 
{ 
sprintf(objname, "object.unknown@%x", objnum); 
objnum += Oxl O; 
pos = find_method_segments(objname)·; 












if(current_method == MAX_STACK) 
{ . 
printf("Method Stack Overflow' at %d\n", linenum); 
break; 
method_stack[current_method] = method_list[pos]; 
for(i = O; i < method_stack[current_method-l].nargs; i++) 
outtr(op, l, 's', 0, O); 
else if(strstr(line, "Leaving") != NULL) 
{ 
} 





if(current_method < -1) 
{ 







if(current_method < -1) 
{ 
printf("Method Stack Underflow at %d\n", linen um); 
break; 
else if(strstr(line, "invokestatic") != NULL) 
{ 
if(strstr(line, "quick")== NULL) 




sscanf(line, "%x %x %s %s (%d", &not_used, &pc, instrl, junk, &nargs); 
if(method_stack[current_method].begin == 0) 
{ 
method_stack[current_method].begin = pc; 
} 




method_stack[current_method].nargs = nargs; 
for(i = O; i < nargs; i++) 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
} 
} 
else if(strstr(line, "invoke") != NULL) 
{ 
if(strstr(line, "quick")== NULL) 
fprintf(err, "Not Decoded:%1 Old : %s", linenum, line); 
else 
{ 
sscanf(line, "%x %x %s %s (%d", &not_used, &pc, instr!, junk, &n.args); 
if(method_stack[current_method].begin == 0) 
{ 
method_stack[current_method].begin = pc; 
} 
outtr(op, 2, 'i', pc, O); 
method_stack[current_method].nargs = nargs+ 1; 
for(i = O; i < nargs+ 1 ; i++) 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
} 
} 
else if(strstr(line, "getfield") != NULL) 
{ 
if(strstr(line, "quick")== NULL) 





sscanf(line, "%x %x %s %[A@J@%x", &not_used, &pc, instr!, objname, &objseg); 
if(method_stack[current_method].begin == 0) 
{ 
method_stack[current_method].begin = pc; 
} 
objseg = ((objseg & OxFFOOOO) << 8) + (objseg & OxOOFFFF); 
outtr(op, 2, 'i', pc, O); 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, 0, 'c', 0, O); 
fprintf(op,"%3d %Bx %Bx %3c %s\n", 0, objseg, 0, 'o', objname); 
outtr(op, 1, 's', 0, O); 
} 
} 
else if(strstr(line, "putfield") != NULL) 
{ 
if(strstr(line, "quick") == NULL) 







sscanf(line, "%x %x %s %["@]@"/ox", &not_used, &pc, instr!, objname, &objseg); 




objseg = ((objseg & OxFFOOOO) << 8) + (objseg & OxOOFFFF); 
outtr(op, 2, 'i', pc, O); 
outtr(op, 0, 'c', 0, O); 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, 0); 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, 0); 
fprintf(op,"%3d %8x %8x %3c %s\n", l, objseg, 0, 'o', objname); 
} 
} 
else if(strstr(line, "getstatic") != NULL) 
{ 
if(strstr(line, "quick")== NULL) 
fprintf(err, "Not Decoded:%! Old : %s", linenum, line); 
else 
{ 
sscanf(line, "%x %x %s %s", &not_used, &pc, instr!, objname); 
pos = find_class_segments(objname); 
if(pos == -1) 
{ 
} 
printf(''Class List Overflow at %d\n", linen um); 
break; 
if(method_stack[current_method].begin == O) 
{ 
method_stack[current_method].begin = pc; 
} 
outtr(op, 2, 'i', pc, O); 
outtr(op, 0, 'c', 0, 0); 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
fprintf(op,"%3d %Bx %Bx %3c %s\n", 0, class_list[pos].seg, 0, 'o', class_list[pos].fqname); 
outtr(op, l, 's', 0, O); 
} 
} 
else if(strstr(line, "putstatic") !=NULL) 
{ 
if(strstr(line, "quick")== NULL) 
fprintf(err, "Not Decoded:%1 Old : %s", linenum, line); 
else 
{ 
sscanf(line, "%x %x %s %s", &not_used, &pc, instrl, objname); 
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pas = find_class_segments(objname); 
if(pos == -1) 
{ 
} 
printf("Class List Overflow at %d\n", linen um); 
break; 
if(method_stack[current_method].begin == O) 
{ 
method_stack[current_method].begin = pc; 
} 
outtr(op, 2, 'i', pc, O); 
outtr(op, 0, 'c', 0, O); 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
MSU ARCHIVES 
q1A5 




else if(strstr(line, "execute") != NULL) 





printf("lnstruction is not Entering at %Id : %s\n", linenum, temp); 
break; 
sscanf(line, "%x %d %s new %s =>%[A/]", &not_used, &pc, instrl, junk, objname); 




method_list[last_method].seg = METHOD_SEG_ADDRESS; 
method_list[last_method].locai_var = LOCALVAR_ADDRESS; 
method_list[last_method].opr _stack = LOCAL_STACK_ADDRESS; 
method_list[last_method].constant = LOCAL_CONST _ADDRESS; 
method_list[last_method].begin = O; 
method_list[last_method].stptr = O; 
current_method = O; 





if(pos == -1 ) 
{ 
} 





if(current_method == MNCSTACK) 
{ 
printf("Method Stack Overflow at %d\n", linen um); 
break; 
method_stack[current_method] = method_list[pos]; 
} 
else if(sscanf(line, "%x %x %s", &not_used, &pc, instr!)== 3) 
{ 
if((strstr(instrl, "ERROR")!=NULL)Jl(isdigit(instrl [OJ))) 
{ 




if(method_stack[current_method].begin == 0) 
{ 
method_stack[current_method].begin = pc; 
} 
if(strcmp(instrl, "wide") == 0) 
{ 
sscanf(line, "%x %x %s %s", &not_used, &pc, instrl, instr2); 
outtr(op, 2, 'i', pc, O); 
if(decode(instr2, line, op)== O) 
{ 
} 








outtr(op, 2, 'i', pc, O); 
if(decode(instrl, line, op) == 0) 
{. 
} 
printf("lnstruction not known at %Id : %s\n", linenum, instrl ); 
break; 
else if(strstr(line, "return") != NULL) 
{ 
for(i = O; i < strlen(line)-3; i++) 
if(line[i] == 'r' && line[i+ l] == 'e' && line[i+2] == 't') 
break; 
i--; 







while(line[i] !=' ') 
i--; 
strcpy(temp, &line[i+ 1 ]); 
sscanf(temp, "%x %s", &pc, instrl ); 
if(method_stack[current_method].begin == O) 
{ 
method_stack[current_method].begin = pc; 
} 
ouitr(op, 2, 'i', pc, O); 
























long find_method_segments(char objname[)) 
{ 
long i; 
currenUvar = LOCALVAR_ADDRESS + current_method + 1 , 
current_ostck = LOCALSTACK_ADDRESS + current_method + 1 
for(i = O; i < last_method+ 1 ; i++) 
{ 
if(strcmp(objname, method_list[i].fqname) == 0) 
{ 




method_list[i].opr _stack= current_ostck; 
method_list[last_method].begin = O; 





if(last_method == MAX_usn 
return(-1 ); 
strcpy(method_list[last_method].fqname, objname); 
method_list[last_method].seg = method_list[last_method-1 ].seg + 1; 
method_list[last_method].constant = method_list[last_method-1 ].constant + 1 ; 
method_list[last_method].locaLvar = currenUvar; 
method_list[last_method].opr _stack = current_ostck; 
method_list[last_method].begin = O; 
method_list[last_method].stptr = O; 










if((strstr(instr, "nop") != NULL)ll 
(strstr(instr, "goto") != NULL)ll 
(strcmp(instr, "return") == 0)) 
return(l ); 
} 
else if((strstr(instr, "const") != NULL)ll 11 all constant pushes 
(strstr(instr, "push") != NULL)) 
} 
outtr(op, 1, 's', 0, O); 
return(]); 
else if(strstr(instr, "Ide")!= NULL) II push constant from constant pool 
{ 
sscanf(line, "%x %x %s #"t6d", &nu, &nu·, st, &n); 
} 
outtr(op, 0, 'c', 0, n); 




else if(strncmp(&instr[l ], "load", 4) == 0) II load value from local variable (iload, aload, fload, 
dload, 
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{ //and lload) 
if(strstr(instr, "load_") !=NULL) 
sscanf(instr, "%[A_]_%d", st, &n); 
else 
sscanf(line, "%x %x %s r"/od", &nu, &nu, st, &n); 
outtr(op, 0, 'v', 0, n); 





else if(strncmp(&instr[2], "load", 4) == O) //load value from local variable (iaload, aaload, 
faload, daload, ' 
{ // laload, baload, caload and saload) 
sscanf(line, "%x %x %s ?[%d", &nu, &nu, st, &n); 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, 0, 'v', 0, n); 
outtr(op, 1, 's', 0, OJ; 
return(]); 
} 
else if(strncmp(&instr[l], "store", 4) == O) // store value to local variable (istore, astore, 
fstore, dstore, • 
{ // and lstore) 
if(strstr(instr, "store_") != NULL) 
sscanf(instr, "%[A_]__%d", st, &n); 
else . 
sscanf(line, "%[">]> r"/od", st, &n); 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, OJ; 
outtr(op, l, 'v', 0, n); 
return(!); 
} 
else if(strncmp(&instr[2], "store", 4) == O) //store value to local variable (iastore, aastore, 
fastore, dastore, 
{ // lastore, bastore, castore and sastore) 
sscanf(line, "%x %x %s ?[%d", &nu, &nu, st, &n); 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, OJ; 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, OJ; 
outtr(op, 1, 'v', 0, n); 
return(]); 
} 
else if(strstr(instr, "pop")!= NULL) //pop from stack 
{ 
} 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
return(]); 
else if(strcmp(instr, "dup") == 0) //duplicate the top operand 
{ 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, 0); 
outtr(op, l, 's', 0, O); 
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I 
outtr(op, l, 's', 0, O);. 
return(l ); 
else if(strcmp(instr, "dup_xl ") == ·o) //duplicate the top operand 
{ 
I 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, l, 's', 0, O); 
ou.ttr(op, l , 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, l, 's', 0, O); 
return(]); 
else if(strcmp(instr, "dup_x2") == 0) //duplicate the top operand 
{ 
} 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, l , 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, l , 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, l , 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, l, 's', 0, O); 
return(]); 
else if(strcmp(instr, "dup2") == 0) //duplicate the top operand 
{ 
} 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, l, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, l, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, l , 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, l, 's', 0, O); 
return(l ); 
else if(strcmp(instr, "dup2_xl ") == O) //duplicate the top operand 
{ 
} 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, l, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, l, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, l, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, l, 's', 0, 0); 
outtr(op, l, 's', 0, O); 
return(]); 
else if(strcmp(instr, "dup2_x2") == 0) //duplicate the top operand 
{ 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, 0); 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, l, 's', 0, O); 





outtr(op, l, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, l, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, l, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, l , 's', 0, O); 
return(l ); 
else if(strcmp(instr, "swap") == 0) //swap the top two stack 
{ 
} 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, l, 's', 0, O); 




else if((strstr(instr, "add")!= NULL)I/ //add the top two on the stack and push the result 
(strstr(instr, "sub") != NULL)[[ //subtract the top two on the stack and push the result 
(strstr(instr, "div") != NULL)[[ //divide the top two on the stack and push the result 
(strstr(instr, "mul") !=NULL)[[ //multiply the top two on the stack and push the result 




(strstr(instr, "shl") !=NULL)[[// shift left 
(strstr(instr, "shr") != NULL)[[ //shift right 
(strstr(instr, "and")!= NULL)[[ //and 
(strstr(instr, "or") !=NULL)[[ //or 
(strstr(instr, "xor") != NULL)[[ // xor 
(strstr(instr, "fcmp") != NULL)I/ //compare float 
(strstr(instr, "dcmp") != NULL)I/ //compare double 
(strstr(instr, "lcmp") != NULL)) //compare long 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, l, 's', 0, 0); 
return(l); 
else if((strstr(instr, "neg") != NULL)I/ //negate the top of the stack and push the result 
{ 
} 
(strstr(instr, "i2") != NULL)[[ // convert integer 
(strstr(instr, "int2") !=NULL)[[ //convert integer 
(strstr(instr, "12") !=NULL)[[ //convert long 
(strstr(instr, "long2") != NULL)I/ //convert long 
(strstr(instr, "f2") !=NULL)[[ //convert float 
(strstr(instr, "float2") != NULL)I/ // convert float 
(strstr(instr, "double2") != NULLJll// convert double 
(strstr(instr, "d2") != NULL)) //convert double 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, l, 's', 0, O); 
return(l ); 
else if(strstr(instr, "iinc") !=NULL) //increment local variable by a constant 
{ 
sscanf(line, "%x %x %s r',6d", &nu, &nu, st, &n); 
outtr(op, 0, 'v', 0, n); 





else if(strncmp(instr, "if_", 3) ==OJ 11 branch if comparison succeed 
{ 
I 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, OJ; 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, OJ; 
return(l ); 
else if(strncmp(instr, "if', 2) == O) /I branch if comparison with zero succeed 
{ 
I 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, OJ; 
return(l ); 
else if(strstr(instr, '1sr") !=NULL) 11 jump subroutine 
{ 
} 
outtr(op, 1, 's', 0, OJ; 
return(]); 
else if(strcmp(instr, "ret'') == 0) 11 return subroutine 
{ 
I 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, OJ; 
return(l ); · 
else if((strcmp(instr, "tableswitch") ==Olli II access jump table 
(strcmp(instr, "lookupswitch'')' == O)) 11 access key match and jump 
{ 
} 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, OJ; 
return(]); 
else if(strstr(instr, "return") != NULL) 11 return from method (not void) 
{ 
} 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, OJ; 
outtr(op, l, 's', 0, OJ; 
return(l ); 
else if(strcmp(instr, "new")== O) 
} 
outtr(op, 0, 'c', 0, O); 
outtr(op, l , 's', 0, O); 
return(l ); 
else if((strstr(instr, "newarray") != NULL)ll 
(strstr(instr, "arraylength") != NULLJll 
(strstr(instr, "multianewarray") != NULLlll 
(strstr(instr, "athrow") != NULL)) 
} 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, OJ; 
outtr(op, l , 's', 0, O); 
return(]); 
else if((strstr(instr, "checkcast") != NULLJll 






outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
outtr(op, 0, 'c', 0, O); 
outtr(op, 1, 's', 0, O); 
return(l ); 
else if((strstr(instr, "monitorenter") != NULL)ll 
(strstr(instr, "monitorexit") != NULL)) 
} 
outtr(op, 0, 's', 0, O); 
return(l ); 
else if((strstr(instr, "breakpoint") != NULL)ll 
(strstr(instr, "impdepl ") != NULL)ll 
(strstr(instr, "ERROR") != NULL)ll 













forO = O; j < strlen(objname)-1; j++) 
if(objnameij] == '/') 
objnameUJ = '.'; 
for(i = O; i < last_class+ 1 ; i++) 
{ 
} 
if(strcmp(objname, class_list[i].fqname) == 0) 
return(i); 
last_class++; · 
if(last_class == MAX_LIS1) 
return(-!); 
strcpy(class_list[last_class].fqname, objname); 










long sgaddr, sgoffset; 
if(type == 's') 
{ 
} 
sgaddr = method_stack[current_method].opr _stack; 
sgoffset = method_stack[current_method].stptr; 




if(method_stack[current_method].stptr == -1) 
method_stack[current_method].stptr = O; 
else 
method_stack[current_method].stptr++; 
else if(type == 'c') 
{ 
} 
sgaddr = method_stack[current_method].constant; 
sgoffset = offset; 
else if(type == 'v') 
{ 
} 
sgaddr = method_stack[current_method].locaLvar; 
sgoffset = offset; 
else if(type == 'i') 
{ 
sgaddr = method_stack[current_method].seg; 
sgoffset =pc - method_stack[current_method].begin; 
} 
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